Government Contracts Fact Sheet
The Firm
•

Seyfarth Shaw LLP has over 800 lawyers practicing in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles, New York,
Sacramento, San Francisco, Washington, D.C. and internationally in London, Melbourne, Shanghai and Sydney.

•

Seyfarth has nationally recognized practices in Government Contracts, Construction, Labor & Employment, Employee
Benefits & Executive Compensation, Real Estate, Intellectual Property, Corporate & Finance, Tax, and Litigation.

The Government Contracts (GOCO) Practice Group
•

Seyfarth’s GOCO Practice Group attorneys have extensive experience in all areas of Government Contracts law including
bid protests, claim preparation and litigation, False Claims Act/qui tam litigation, construction, ITAR/EAR, mergers and
acquisitions, FCPA, small business issues including size protests, TINA, schedule contracting, commercial items, internal
investigations, country of origin determinations, BAA/TAA, CAS, contract negotiations, prime/subcontract disputes,
debarment and suspension proceedings, terminations, Service Contract Act, FOCI, security clearances, and state and
local procurements.

•

The senior attorneys in the GOCO Practice Group who focus on Government supply and service contracts are Joe
Dyer, Don Featherstun, Alan Baron, Grace Bateman, Joshua Drewitz, and Amanda Weiner. The senior attorneys with a
construction contract focus are Bennett Greenberg (national co-chair of the construction group), Steve Kmieciak, David
Mancini, Michael McKeeman, Kim Preston, Sara Farabow, Jeff Hummel, and David Blake.

•

The senior attorneys in the group have more than 340 years of legal experience, with more than 270 of those years at
Seyfarth Shaw.

Significant Government Contracts Representations
•

Successfully protested to the GAO the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 2005 award of the USAREUR Support Contract
with an estimated value in excess of $230 million.

•

Successfully protested to the GAO the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 2002 award of a base operations and securities
services contract in Qatar.

•

Successfully overturned an adverse agency level protest decision at the GAO which resulted in our client retaining the
award of the MMAD contract with an estimated value in excess of $840 million.

•

Resolved a False Claim Act case involving government property issues for less than 1% of the DOJ’s original demand.

•

Resolved a False Claims Act case involving defective pricing/price reduction issues for less than 1% of the Qui Tam
Relator’s and Government’s demands.

•

Established to DOJ the lack of merit in a Qui Tam Relator’s case with respect to product substitution allegations and
ultimately convinced the Qui Tam plaintiff to voluntarily withdraw its case with prejudice.

•

Worked on a team that overturned the State of California’s default termination of an automated child support system
contract, with the contractor ultimately recovering in excess of $50 million in counterclaims.

•

Assisted with proposal and negotiation of a $100 million TSA subcontract.
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